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Foreword of Gundars Jankovs, Executive		
Director of Transparency International Latvia
A regular dialog between the state and society is a precondition to development
of society free from corruption. It is politicians’ responsibility to agree on anticorruption measures in order to minimize the state capture indicator and to limit
abuse of power. Transparency International Latvia (Delna) as a public watchdog
is responsible for providing proposals and monitoring politicians, so they keep
their promises that are crucial in the context of local governments’ elections that
took place in 2013 and coming parliamentary elections in 2014. Delna will keep
an eye on public interests and continue to provide legal advice, and will draft legal framework for whistleblowers protection or in other words – protect people,
who are ready to report on illegal actions. Online portal KandidatiUzDelnas.lv
will provide information about the reputation of the candidates to European Parliament and national Parliament and their ethical behaviour and potential connection to activities of corruptive nature. Delna will continue to collaborate with
like-minded partners to achieve its objectives together.

Photo: Gundars Jankovs Executive
Director of Transparency International
Latvia

Well–wishes from Inese Voika,				
Former Chairwoman (2010 – 2013) of		
Transparency International Latvia
During 15 years of its operation Delna has been an active partner in developing
nation-state in Latvia. Our confidence is that Latvia cannot be ruled by the people who prefer to think about themselves and their prosperity first. Impunity of
corrupted people has to be stopped!
We have played a significant role in several aspects. In atmosphere of early parliamentary election in 2011, when Andris Šķēle and Ainars Šlesers decided to
close their political parties in order to avoid sanction for violating party finance
regulations, thus falling out from the political agenda, we could look back at
Delnas’ performance both establishing and strengthening Corruption Prevention
and Combating Bureau (KNAB) and to the distant 2000, when we initiated to
register political advertising on the TV. We achieved legal reforms, transparency
and control over parties’ finances, which is comparable to the pulse of democracy.
If Delna would not insist on changes, it is unlikely that systematic reforms and
political ‘detox’ of Latvia would have started.
Even after 15 years Delna still plays an important role in monitoring political
processes engaging every active individual that cares about the integrity of Latvian society. During 2013 Delna has formed a new team that combines experience
and energy to prevent corruption. Latvian society should not tolerate corruption
because unfair public tenders and politics that support ‘cronies’ threatens development and security of Latvia and the future of our children.
I have completed my second term as a chairwoman of Delna and I would like
to express many thanks for the trust during this period! I finished my work as a
chairwoman at the end of 2013 when we initiated the investigation of systematic
causes of the Zolitude tragedy. I hope and believe we will find out how the death
of 54 people could happen and will try to correct the mistakes. With the first attempt we could not overcome resistance built for years.
Thanks a lot for everyone who has supported Delna and thanks for a chance to
work together with the people, who devote their working life to build an honest
state!

Photo: Inese Voika, Former Chairwoman
(2011 – 2013) of Transparency
International Latvia
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Strategy 2014 – 2016

Vision
Transparent, fair and democratic society, which is free from corruption. in politics, business and mutual relations.

Values
Transparency
We are open and providing transparency of our work.
Integrity
We value the truth. We are honest, accountable and respectful to our colleagues, partners and society.
Collaboration
We collaborate with like-minded partners and believe in the strength of cooperation.
Accountability
You can trust us as we take responsibility for our commitments and work.
Courage
We are not afraid to maintain our opinion publicly and persistently.
Rule of Law
Our actions are based on operative legislation and we constantly fight for
the rule of law.
Altruistic approach
We turn against corruption in the name of common interests, as in the public view corruption is a barrier of state development and welfare.
Independence
We do not rely on external influence and collaborate with partners that support and represent common values.
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Objectives
1. To promote the development of democratic society by facilitating freedom of information and prevention of corruption.
2. To ensure a sound financial operation of the organisation by introducing
good governance and financial sustainability.

Tasks to achieve 1st objective, 2014 – 2016
•

To draft legal framework for whistleblowers protection;

•

To monitor the election process and transparency of the parliamentary
work;

•

To monitor good governance in public sector institutions and local governments;

•

To strengthen the independence of the judiciary by reducing corruption
risks;

•

To minimize the public tolerance against corruption by educating and
involving society;

•

To provide support to society.

Tasks to achieve 2nd objective, 2014 – 2016
•

To raise funds from different sources (local and international funds, corporations, private persons);

•

To ensure regular exchange and succession of information;

•

To establish effective management model;

•

To develop services (integrity pact, opinions of experts etc).
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Operating Results of 2013
Delna defined 10 anti-corruption priorities for the year 20131 , which are based on
opinion of various institutions, private sector and society. In order to follow the
progress of these priorities, Delna gives an evaluation on legal reforms in Latvia
made to reduce corruption risks.
Photo: Announcing 10 anti-corruption
priorities in the press conference. From
the left: I.Voika, K.Petermanis, A.Endziņš

1. More Effective Courts’ Performance
a) Legal framework to make more effective adjudication
b) Reduction of the load of courts’ work by removing non-actionable cases
from the courts competence
c) Reducing the number of court instances for certain categories of the cases
d) Introducing the written procedure for certain categories of the cases
e) Introduction of mediation law
According to the findings of the Global Corruption Barometer carried out by the
Transparency International in 2013, 48 per cent of Latvian citizens perceive courts
as corrupted and 14 per cent has encountered the cases of bribery in the judiciary
institutions. Ministry of Justice has prepared a plan for the legal reforms implementation of which is significantly hindered by the resistance from the judiciary.
The mentioned reforms and the draft bill of mediation have currently stopped
movement in decision making process.

Photo: Seminar about Latvia insolvency
system, November 28, 2013

At the end of the year 2103 Delna, together with the American Chamber of Commerce, Latvian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, The Foreign Investors’ Council in Latvia and Association of Commercial Banks of Latvia actively worked on
the proposals2 to advocate for reform of the insolvency system to provide confidence in the security of both foreign and local investments.
These proposals have met approval of the Ministry of Justice and are being progressed for the approval to the Parliament.

1 http://delna.lv/2013/01/09/latvijas-2013-gada-prioritates-korupcijas-ierobezosanai/
2 http://www.amcham.lv/en/activities/events/save-the-date/outlook-to-discuss-insolvency-system-of-latvia
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2. Whistleblowers Legal Protection
a) Law on whistleblowers protection for public and private sector
b) Development of internal reporting mechanisms in the public institutions
and corporations
c) Financial reward to a whistleblower, if the information offered provides a
significant benefit to society
According to the Global Corruption Barometer carried out by the Transparency International in 2013, one third of the fraud all over the world are disclosed due
to whistleblowing – this is more than disclosed by the auditors, internal security
services and policy together. Findings of the study show that 48 per cent of Latvian
citizens are ready to report an incident of corruption, however half of them would
like to stay anonymous. 61 per cent of respondents would not report as they don’t
believe it makes any difference, but 22 per cent indicated that they are afraid of
reprisals.
During 2013 Delna implemented the project „Alternative to Silence: Whistleblower
Protection in 10 European Countries”3 initiated by the Transparency International and financed by the European Commission. Since 2012 legal framework of the
Europe and Latvia has been studied as part of this project4. The study of the legal
framework in Latvia serves as a foundation for the development of recommendations in order to properly protect those, who report corruption, poor governance and conflicts of interest. Delna has initiated cooperation with the deputies of
Parliaments’ Corruption Prevention Subcommittee and State Chancellery on the
implementation of the legal provisions for whistleblower protection.

Photo: Meeting with the Members of
Parliament to discuss the findings of the
study „Alternative to Silence:
Whistleblower Protection in 10 European
Countries”

Delna has carried out a significant advocacy activities within the project „Capacity strengthening of Delna and its co-operation organisations”– co-financed5 by
the European Union through the European Social Fund; activity administrated by
the State Chancellery in collaboration with the Society Integration Foundation.
Experts of Delna have developed the handbook for the Victim of Corruption6 that
provides information and guidelines on how to act when encountering corruption
or conflict of interest.
Photo: Presentation of the Handbook for
the Victim of Corruption, 30 September,
2013

In 2013 experts of Delnas’ Advocacy and Legal Advice Centre continued to provide
consultations to whistleblowers in order to jointly prevent abusing of state power
covering construction process, acquisition of EU funds, implementation of the environment projects and public sector management. During 2013 experts gave 56
consultations and launched several adjudications.
3 Alternative to Silence: Whistleblower Protection in 10 European Countries: http://delna.lv/2012/06/19/
alternativa-klusesanai-lielaks-atbalsts-un-aizsardziba-trauksmes-celejiem-eiropas-savieniba/
4 Study of Transparency International on Legal protections for whistleblowers in the EU: http://www.
transparency.org/whatwedo/pub/whistleblowing_in_europe_legal_protections_for_whistleblowers_in_the_eu
5 Capacity strengthening of Delna and its co-operation organisations: http://delna.lv/darbibas-jomas/
juridiska-palidziba-iedzivotajiem/delnas-un-sadarbibas-organizaciju-kapacitates-stiprinasana/
6 Handbook for the Victim of Corruption: http://issuu.com/sabiedribadelna/docs/delna_booklet
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3. Effective Operation of Corruption Prevention and
Combating Bureau (KNAB)
a) Investigation of “big cases” completed (Daimler, “Oligarchs”)
b) Sufficient Budget resources provided
c) Successfully proceeded issue on prosecution of legal persons
In compliance with the amendments of 1 April, 2013 the Criminal Law stipulates
liability of the private person if the criminal offence has been committed in the
interests of the legal person or as a result of its undue oversight or control. Corresponding person shall be prosecuted, but coercive measures, specified by the
law, may be applied to a legal person. This means that liability lies not only on
the officials, but also limits the operation of the legal person, in case it is involved
in malfeasance.
Despite the fact that so called “big cases” of the KNAB has been submitted to the
court, the prosecution process is too slow and adjudications are not yet taken.
Delna has assessed the report of the KNAB on “Corruption Prevention and Combating Guidelines and Programme 2009-2013”7, and concludes that KNAB has a
reason to be proud because of the development of the internal control system of
executive and development of the anti-corruption plan, but at the same time Delna wants to admit that great work still needs to be done in order to implement
the principles of good governance and anti-corruption in the work of Parliament,
judiciary and local governments. In 2009 Delna carried out the monitoring of the
KNAB and gave recommendations on necessary improvements; recommendations are still effective when planning the next operational period:
•

As one of the main functions of the KNAB is to enable the improvement of the
legal framework, KNAB has to regularly inform society on initiatives regarding policy planning documents and legal acts that are crucial to prevention
of state capture and other forms of corruption as well as about the political
burdens encountered.

•

More work needs to be done to involve the society using the input (in the
form of discussion) of the Public Consultative Council on regular basis.

•

Training of the public officials on corruption prevention issues should be set
as mandatory.

•

Internal communication and horizontal feedback among units should be
strengthened as well as advices of the Bureau should be taken into account
to address strategic and conceptual issues.

In February 2014 European Commission published the EU Anti-Corruption Report pointing out that more recently the Bureau underwent a period of internal
turmoil. In 2013 poor management of the KNAB highlighted long-lasting disagreements of the KNAB administration as well as revealing a number of deficiencies
in management. Latvian society needs strong, independent and effective corruption prevention and combating institution, which should resolve internal conflicts
in order to focus on fulfilling its functions.

7 http://www.knab.gov.lv/uploads/free/knabzino_17032014_programma_2009.-20131.pdf
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4. Open and Accountable Parliament
a) More public work of the commissions – live online broadcasting, disclosure
of presence of lobbies
b) Creation of in-house policy expertise by establishing a special analytical
unit
c) The Parliaments’ budget expenditure should be audited by the State
Auditor’s Office
d) Assessment of the efficiency of the expenditure of Parliaments’ depot of
motorised vehicles
In June 2013 representatives of Delna met with the parliamentary factions to
convince the Members of Parliament (MPs) to introduce the Programme of an
Open Parliament that was announced in 20128. During the meeting discussions
about the audits of the State Audit Office and increasing transparency in lobbying
in Committees took place. Although three parliamentary factions, met by Delna,
supported the ideas, they were not enforced due to the lack of political will and
support of the Presidium of the Parliament, as well as due to no interest to further these issues.
On 2 October, 2013 Delna, together with the State Audit Office, discussed necessity, possibilities and risks of the financial and regularity (performance) audits of the
Chancellery of Saeima. Director of the Chancellery of Saeima and representatives
of the parliamentary factions also took part in the discussion. MPs, who attended
discussion expressed individual conceptual support, however they did not represent a common opinion of their parliamentary faction. That signals about the lack
of political will to support the necessity of the audit. Director of the Chancellery
of Saeima approved that MPs expressed their opinion during the voting when they
refused the draft law submitted by the Harmony Centre; one of the proposals was
related to the auditing of the Parliament Chancellery by the State Audit Office.
In the course of 2013 Delna continued to perform its watchdog functions by following the draft laws, activities and reputation of the MPs as well as the expenditure efficiency of depot of motorised vehicles and other heads of positions.
Also in 2013 Delna continued to update the monitoring tool of the Parliament web site DeputatiUzDelnas.lv -, which is co-financed by the Soros Foundation –
Latvia, summarising information about the major political and corruption related
scandals and their historical development. The above mentioned web site covers
such topics as the history of appropriation of the loan to the joint-stock company
„Liepājas metalurgs”, corruption scandal of the state energy company “Latvenergo” and the bribery case involving former officials of the Riga Municipality, etc. The
data base provides possibility to obtain detailed information about the personal
finances and reputation assessment of all 100 MPs from the perspective of ethical
behaviour, corruption and conflict of interest. Extensive amount of information is
still available about the candidates to the 10th and 11th parliamentary elections.

8 http://delna.lv/2012/11/28/ieludzam-uz-konferenci/
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This significant information will be used by Delna to update web site KandidatiUzDelnas.lv9 in order to assess candidates to the European Parliament elections in
2014 and candidates to the 12th national parliamentary elections as well as to
analyse the candidates’ links to the violations related to the conflict of interest,
corruptive behaviour and good governance and ethics.

5. De facto Enforcement of Freedom of Information Law
a) Publishing the lists of restricted access information on the web sites of
institutions
b) Provision of freedom of information if a person deals with the property or
financial resources of the state or local government
c) Re-establishment of the institution responsible for the oversight of the
compliancy of the Law
Delna represents Latvia as one of the 17 countries that participate in the project
“Lifting the Lid on Lobbying: Taking secrecy out of politics in Europe”10 initiated
by the Transparency International Secretariat and financed by the European Commission.
Before launching the project Delna had sent proposals to competent institutions
in order to increase freedom of information not only in the Parliament, but also
in public sector and work of local governments. One of the proposals is to set a
common standard of the web sites, including the following components: agenda
of the public sector institution, minutes of the meetings, lists with the persons
invited to comment legal acts as well as lists of the meeting participants that
have made proposals. It should be pointed out that unavailability of the deputies
agenda on the parliamentary and local government level is one the shortcomings
that illustrates how the adoption of law impacts freedom of information.

6. Limitation of Corruption Risks in Public Procurement
a) Publication of all the contracts and amendments thereof as well as other
information online
b) Administrative fines for violating public procurement and monitoring of the
Procurement Supervision Bureau
On 1 January, 2014 amendments to the Public Procurement Law came into force
stipulating accountability of the officials for violations in public procurement process and in concluding procurement contracts. Proposal provided by Delna regarding online publication of the public procurement contract and amendments thereof was included in the amendments of the Public Procurement Law developed
by the work group of the State Chancellery and approved by the Parliament.

9 www.deputatiuzdelnas.lv
10 Lifting the Lid on Lobbying: Taking secrecy out of politics in Europe: http://delna.lv/2014/02/20/
lobesanas-atklatiba-ne-noslepumainibai-eiropas-politika-lifting-the-lid-on-lobbying-taking-secrecy-out-ofpolitics-in-europe/
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In 2013 Delna initiated to amend the Law On the Procurement of Public Service
Providers to lower procurement threshold and the procurement procedure of the
“lower threshold” procurements. State Chancellery formed a work group that is
evaluating procurement process mentioned above and is drafting an informative
report to the Cabinet of Ministers regarding necessary amendments to the Law.
Based on the integrity pact concluded in 2005 between the Ministry of Culture and Delna, monitoring of corruption risks in the construction of the National
Library continued in 2013 as well. Delna participates in the project monitoring
meetings of the National Library on the regular basis by providing reports about
good governance and warning about potential risks.

Photo: Press conference about the
monitoring of the National Library
project, 4 November, 2013.

In the beginning of 2013 Delna protested against the contract between the Ministry of Culture and infrastructure developers of the National Library because
the open procurement procedure has not been applied as well as selection of the
contract applicant was not clear enough i.e. selection of the contractor was in a
form of negotiated procedure.
In the press conference11 on 18 February, 2013 Delna announced the evaluation
results of the procurement procedure, indicating that from the perspective of the
rule of law the intention of the Ministry of Culture to carry out the infrastructure
development work and to assign it to the current general contractor “National
Construction Association” without a tender is a breach of the Public Procurement
Law and EU procurement directive. Taking into account these circumstances,
Delna considered an option to terminate the integrity pact with the Ministry of
Culture; however after weighting pros and cons decision to continue monitoring of
the National Library project was taken in order ensure the rule of law. Attorney’s
office VARUL gave pro bono advice to Delna in preparation of the legal opinion
regarding the validity of applying the negotiated procedure.

Photo: Prime Minister V.Dombrovskis,
the Minister of Culture D.Melbārde,
the expert from Delna J.Geks and
representatives of library constructor
watching the construction process in the
new library building, November 2013

In the second half of 2013 Delna reported12 critical problems in the process of
construction and project management that can cause delays in the acceptance of
the building for service and put a successful utilization of the library according to
the deadlines and aims at risk.
With the pro bono advice of attorney’s office “Sorainen”, Delna prepared an application to the Constitutional Court and a complaint to the European Commission13
about the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers taken in the sitting of 25 September, 2012 to allow purchase of photo-radars without applying public procurement
procedure. On 8 November, 2012 the complaint about the decision of the Cabinet
of Ministers was sent to the European Commission. In case the Commission will
accept the complaint, infringement proceeding will be initiated against Latvia.
Unless the Cabinet of Ministers revokes unlawful decision, the case can be reviewed in the EU court. The European Commission is planning to review the application in 2014.

11 Presentation from the press conference: http://delna.lv/kategorijas/darbibas-jomas/lnb-uzraudziba/
12 Report about the monitoring of the National Library: http://delna.lv/2013/12/04/delna-sniedznovertejumu-par-gaismas-pils-buvniecibas-projekta-istenosanu/
13 http://delna.lv/2012/11/08/fotoradaru-lieta-sudziba-nosutita-eiropas-komisijai-pirmo-deputatu-atbalstsst-pieteikumam
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7. Corruption Prevention in the Local Governments
a) Effective control of the use of administrative resources before the local
government elections
b) Selection of the employees based on professional criteria and by open competition
People have repeatedly turned to Delnas’ Centre of Advocacy and Legal Advice for the
assistance regarding services provided by the local governments, pointing to the poor
governance and noncompliance to the legal acts or decisions of the controlling bodies.
In some cases the presence of Delna has helped to improve mutual communication of
local governments and has enabled the compliance of the legal acts.

Delna has fulfilled its watchdog function and monitored the procedures and appointment of the officials in the state and local government capital companies as well as
expressed critique regarding the nomination of ‘cronies’ for the respective positions.

8. Quality of the Selection of Senior Public Officials
a) Setting clear criteria for the candidates
b) Possibility of society and interest groups to nominate candidates
c) Assessment of candidates’ professional and management competencies
d) Public announcement of the candidate at least a month before the decision
taking
At the end of 2013 when the new government of the Prime Minister Laimdota
Straujuma was established, political affiliation was mentioned as one of the selection criteria of the ministers that could guarantee a successful work of the Cabinet.
Delna drew attention to the fact that political affiliation cannot be critical criteria
to hold the position of the minister. This example confirms that good governance
should be introduced in the law; otherwise principles of good governance can be
changed or even annulled together with the changing political forces, their needs
and understanding of ethics.

9. Effective Management of the State and Local Government Capital Companies and Ports
a) Introduction of a centralised management model of state owned companies,
including significant improvements in the transparency and accountability
of the organisation
b) Introduction of the professional selection and appointment procedure for
the boards and councils
c) Significant improvement in the ports’ transparency and good governance
In the course of 2013 high-pitched discussions about the concept paper „Management of the State and Local Governments capital companies and their shares” took
place. This document foresees to introduce centralised management model of state
owned companies and implement professional selection procedures of the boards.
In order to define selection criteria of the officials and senior employees of the state
and local government capital companies, Delna submitted proposals to the Ministry
of Economics, Economic Committee and MPs to be incorporated into the draft law
on “Management of the Public Persons’ Capital Companies and their shares”.
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10. Rebuilding of the Reputation of
the Constitutional Court
a) Higher qualification of the judges (for example, master degree in the law
(as a minimum), scientific work)
b) Reduction of the impact on the Constitutional Court by persons accused of
committing criminal offences
Several steps have been made to rebuild the reputation of the Constitutional
Court, for example, judges of the Constitutional Court in the future will be elected
in the public voting of the MPs, but the judges, who will be suspended from the
fulfilling of the duties of office, will not receive the salary.

Key Achievements of Delna in 2013
Activities on Promoting Business Integrity
On 14 February 2013 Delna, in collaboration with Latvian and foreign chambers
of commerce, organised the conference „Business Integrity – Time for Action in
the Baltic Sea Region”. The latest business integrity initiatives as well as experience of different enterprises in creating positive change were introduced during
the conference. Associations of entrepreneurs offered proposals on improvement
of the business environment in Latvia. The conference was live-streamed and
gathered more than 80 participants from 11 foreign chambers of commerce and
local and international experts. The conference programme encompassed a presentation of a new reporting toolkit „Transparency in Corporative Reporting TRAC
study14” by Transparency International, speeches of the representatives of the
Ministry of Economics, Employer’s Confederation of Latvia and other institutions
and organisations as well as transfer of experience by Siemens, Statoil, Citadele
Bank and joint stock company Latvenergo.

Photo: The conference
„Business Integrity – Time for Action”

Donors:
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Local Elections
In 2013 Delna continued its watchdog duty, informing the society about the cases
of poor governance of the public sector, identification of potentially corruptive
operations and low ethics of the politicians. In the first half of the year the major
part of the comments published by Delna were related to the infringement of
the pre-election conditions, e.g., use of administrative resources for the needs
of the political campaign, restriction of the freedom of mass media or improper
use of mass media for the coverage of the campaign. Before the elections Delna
gathered information about the biggest corruption scandals, in which the officials
of Riga City Council have been involved, in order to remind the society about the
links of the candidates to those scandals.

Announcing the Results of
the Corruption Perception Index
In the Corruption Perception Index (CPI)15, carried out in 2013 by the international anti-corruption organisation Transparency International, Latvia has scored
4 points more than in the previous year. The CPI of Latvia is 53 from 100, and
it ranks as the 49th in the world. Latvia is still among those two thirds of the
countries, where the corruption is considered as a significant problem. However,
the ascent points to the slight progress towards the status of a judicial state.
Photo: Corruption Perception Index
presentation

Formation of the Zolitude Tragedy Commission
At the end of the year Latvia was struck by a tragedy after the roof construction
of a supermarket collapsed resulting in the death of 54 people. Delna, following
the reaction and explanations of the situation by the state and responsible institutions, draw to the conclusion that it is necessary to organise a separate public
commission, which shall account for strategic and systemic matters on the causes of the tragedy, and required actions to change the fundaments of the system
in order to prevent the recurrence of similar tragedies.

Photo: Initial members of the Zolitudes
tragedy commission
– from left: B.Rubesa, I.Voika and
J.Kažociņš

Although the proposition to form the public commission was supported by the
Government, due to substantial disagreements that emerged during the planning
process of the governance, operation and task structure of the commission, it
never embarked into actual work. Considering the corruptive schemes of several
levels in the field of the construction this tragedy has revealed, Delna is still
committed to the idea of the emergency of such commission, as the investigation
process will not grant the society with all the necessary answers.

14 Integrity Index: http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/pub/transparency_in_corporate_reporting_
assessing_the_worlds_largest_companies and in Latvian: http://delna.lv/business-integrity-conference/
research-papers/
15 Presentation of the CPI: http://delna.lv/2013/12/03/delna-korupcijas-apkarosana-trukst-politiskaslideribas/
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Delna is Visiting Schools in Latvia
In 2013 Delna visited several schools as a part of an educational discussion
round, meeting pupils, school administrations and parents. An ethics lesson was
conducted for the pupils concerning responsibility and integrity within the study
process and daily life. During the visits Delna also gave information about the
next project that will provide schools with an opportunity to become contemporary centres of integrity in towns or municipalities they are located. With support provided by the professionals from Delna, pupils in this project will have a
possibility to get acquainted with the model of good and democratic governance
that will teach to stand up against un-justice and corruption, and to promote the
integrity. These visits and the development of the long-term project in 2013 was
financially supported by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Royal
Norwegian Embassy and GlaxoSmithKline Latvia Ltd. as well as private donors.

Photo: Leaders of pupils’ governments
discuss about transparency
and integrity in school life

Publicity
In 2013 Delna published 30 press announcements and gave approximately 100
different comments to mass media. According to Lursoft data, Delna is among 10
non-governmental organisations in Latvia most covered by the media.

Strengthening of the Internal Capacity
In 2013 training to 64 individuals has been provided, building up their ability to
perform the function of monitoring of societal processes. The training provided
the reference on legal framework of claiming information and conditions of internet security as well as introduced the methods of advocacy and accessibility of
the public sector. Eight of the voluntary participants were lawyers that received
additional individual consultations from the experts of Delna.
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Projects of 2013
“Preparing for “Open and Honest School!” Movement”16 – financially supported by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Royal Norwegian Embassy and private donors.
The aim: To test and to challenge high school students and their leaders, principals, teachers and parents with an idea about schools as contemporary centres
of integrity, while discussing about individual ethics, state integrity and democratic values. As a result to propose a vision and to develop a detailed plan for a
long-term programme – the project “Open and Honest School”.
Supporters that provided financial assistance for the development of the project
idea and carrying out the visits in schools:

Lifting the Lid on Lobbying: Taking secrecy out of politics in Europe17 – financially supported by the European Commission.
The aim: To develop recommendations for the decision makers in the private and
public sector in order to prevent corruption and promote transparent and responsible practice of lobbying.
Following Transparency International national chapters will be involved in this
project: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Portugal,
United Kingdom and TI-EU office.
Implementation period: The project began on 1 November 2013, and the expected duration of the project is two years.
Financially supported by:

Leveraging the rotating EU Presidency to promote exchange of anti-corruption
best practice18 – financially supported by the European Commission.
The aim: To ensure that the anti-corruption policy is one of the priorities of the EU
Presidency agenda. In order to achieve the aim we will carry out the assessment of
the importance of anti-corruption issues and progression during each presidency as
well as organise numerous advocacy activities in order to maintain the relevance of
the respective issues. The volume of analysis of the project includes presidencies of
four countries: Lithuania, Italy, Greece and Latvia.
Implementation period: The project began on the day of the EU Presidency of
Lithuania, i.e., in July 2013 and will be completed at the end of the EU presidency
of Latvia in June 2015.
16 Preparing for “Open and Honest School!” Movement (ENG)”: http://delna.lv/2014/02/17/cela-uz-skolukustibu-atklata-un-godiga-skola/
17 Lifting the Lid of Lobbying: Taking secrecy out of the politics in Europe: http://delna.lv/2014/02/20/
lobesanas-atklatiba-ne-noslepumainibai-eiropas-politika-lifting-the-lid-on-lobbying-taking-secrecy-out-ofpolitics-in-europe/
18 Leveraging the rotating EU Presidency to promote exchange of anti-corruption best practice: http://delna.
lv/2014/02/20/prezidenturas-es-padome-uzraudziba-pretkorupcijas-labo-praksu-analize-leveraging-therotating-eu-presidency-to-promote-exchange-of-anti-corruption-best-practice-lidzfinanse-eiropas-komisija/
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Financially supported by:

More transparency and justice for better governance19 – financially supported
by the Society Integration Foundation.
The aim: To strengthen the institutional, human resource and financial capacity
of Delna and the sustainability for an effective participation in the development
of legal acts and policies as well as other decision making processes. Particular
emphasis of the project will be placed on the fields of democracy, participation,
good governance, transparency and restriction of corruption in national and international level (including the activity support of the Transparency International
chapter in Latvia).
Implementation period: From 1 July 2013 to 31 December 2015.
Financially supported by:

Capacity strengthening of Delna and its co-operation organisations20 – co-financed by the European Union through the European Social Fund; Activity administrated by the State Chancellery in collaboration with the Society Integration
Foundation.
The aim: To achieve more effective participation of the society „Transparency International – Delna” and its co-operation organisations into the process of policy
planning, enforcement and decision making as well as participation in providing
public services and implementation of EU policy measures aimed at promoting
better governance and reducing corruption.
The project was concluded on 31 October 2013.
Financially supported by:

19 More on transparency and justice for better governance: http://delna.lv/2013/09/09/vairak-atklatibas-untiesiskuma-labakai-parvaldibai/
20 Capacity strengthening of Delna and its co-operation organisations: http://delna.lv/darbibas-jomas/
juridiska-palidziba-iedzivotajiem/delnas-un-sadarbibas-organizaciju-kapacitates-stiprinasana/
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Priorities in Achieving Strategic Goals in 2014
The council of Delna has passed the operational strategy for the next three years
(2014– 2016). In order to achieve the aims of the organisation, the team of Delna
has planned to work on following priorities in 2014:

To develop the legal protection provisions for
whistleblowers
In order to ensure that the legal protection provisions, particularly concerning employees of the public sector, are developed, Delna intends to closely collaborate with
the State Chancellery. The Anti-Corruption report on the measures taken in EU countries carried out by the European Commission points out the need for the protection of
the whistleblowers; it also corresponds to the research of Transparency International
– one third of the fraud all over the world are disclosed due to whistleblowing.

To monitor the electoral process and
transparent operation of the Parliament
In 2014 Delna will assess the candidates of European Parliament and Saeima
elections, thus encouraging and strengthening their political responsibility and
readiness to collaborate. In order to ensure it, Delna will review the database
KandidatiUzDelnas.lv, adjusting it to the needs of two coming elections; information will be provided in several languages. Delna will aggregate the information
and draft the assessment criteria of the candidates as well as organise the public
information campaign „Be fussier!”. To encourage the interest and the participation of the younger generations, a blog will be created on the web site; young
journalists and political scientists, who will conclude the training in Delna young
journalists (bloggers) school, will be responsible for the content of the blog. Activities are supported by the Open Society Foundations within the framework of
the Open Society Initiative for Europe: http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/
and private donors.
In 2014 as a part of the project organised by the Transparency International and
financially supported by the European Commission, Delna will prepare a report on
transparency of lobbying in Latvia as well as study European and global public
initiatives regarding the promotion of the transparency of lobbying.

To monitor the process of good governance in the
state and local government institutions
At some point everyone comes into the contact with the services provided by the
state and local government institutions. The centre of Advocacy and Legal Advice
of Delna consults individuals that have encountered cases of corruption, conflict
of interests or poor governance. Based on the content of consultations provided
by the Advocacy and Legal Advice centre, we can draw to the conclusion that state and municipal institutions often ignore the public interest and act against the
principles of integrity and good governance.
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Delna will continue the monitoring of the public procurement procedure, in particular in the field of construction, as well as assess the efforts of the state and
local government institutions regarding the observation of legal requirements on
information publishing on their web sites.
We plan to work on the enforcement of the NGO participation or the Integrity pact
not only by the Ministry of Culture but also other state institutions. The aim of the
Pact is to facilitate the performance of the state administration that is effective
and corresponds to the public interest, ensuring the development of civil society
and participation in decision making at all levels and stages of the governance,
thus contributing to one of the core elements of a democratic state – participation
and development of civil society.

To strengthen the independence of judiciary,
thus reducing the risks of corruption
The article 92 of the Constitution of Latvia states that everyone has the right to
defend his or her rights and lawful interests in a fair court. However, the actual
situation indicates that the state cannot provide the representation of interest
of the whole public – instead the legal proceedings are excessively long and the
offender is often not called to justice. It is important to gain society’s trust in judiciary, thereof Delna plans to focus on the validity of the decisions on legal proceedings. We believe that one of the causes contributing to the lengthy proceedings
in the court is an overly obliging attitude and adaptation to the participants of
the proceedings, as they are granted the possibility to stay the proceedings also
based on insignificant conditions.
In 2014, in order to jointly achieve the judiciary reforms that will guarantee faster, more transparent and corruption reducing proceedings, Delna intends to join
forces with various authorities, including representatives of the private sector
(Latvian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Employer’s Confederation of Latvia,
representations of foreign entrepreneurs etc.).

To raise the public intolerance against corruption,
ensuring information, education and participation of
the society
Younger generations all over the world principally tend to condemn corruption,
however they simultaneously believe that greater success is easier to achieve
when exploiting illegitimate methods instead of the integrity. Youngsters begin
to tolerate corruption, and their economic weakness forces them to revise their
principles of moral – sadly, enrolling into a good university or getting a well-paid
position can appeal more than safeguarding integrity. Younger people should not
adopt the patterns of conduct of the earlier generations, however it is inevitably
happening.
Recent research data indicates that 19% of Latvian population has given a bribe
– mostly to the traffic police (25%), to the staff of medical institutions (24%) and
employees of the judiciary (14%), and up to 8% – to the personnel of educational
institutions. Further, 19% of the residents believe that educational institutions
are corrupted. Alarmingly, at least half of the students of Latvian schools add19

ressed by Delna would agree to support bribery or offer a bribe themselves – particularly to a traffic police officer or a doctor. It can be explained by the solidarity
and the sense that at certain age it is thrilling to violate the rules, however there
are also youngsters, who do not conceal that their family is the source of the
particular behaviour model.
Therefore it is not sufficient to educate just the younger generations – work encompassing the whole educational system needs to be carried out, including teachers and parents, who are responsible for educating the youngsters and preparing them for life. It is essential to ensure that the whole educational system
functions responsibly.
In spring Delna plans to continue the school visits, conducting lessons on ethics
and anti-corruption as well as to draft and to approbate two new subject models for elementary and high school students. During the meetings with school
administrations, three pilot schools will be selected for the participation that
will later host series of activities aimed at enforcement of the elements of good
governance during the school year of 2014 / 2015.

To provide support to the society
In the end of 2014 Delna intends to inform the society about the possibilities to
react and to report breaches of good governance and to communicate the cases
of potential corruption and unethical behaviour. The notifications will be reviewed
by the experts and lawyers of Delna Advocacy and Legal Advice centre, who have
been voluntarily engaging in the pro bono support network of Delna.

Thanks!
Delna expresses gratitude to the Council of Delna, supporters and donators for
investing financial, material and knowledge resources!
Legal persons:
Joint-stock company Ventspils nafta, First Data Latvia Ltd. And GlaxoSmithKline
Latvia Ltd.
Individuals:
Mārcis Gobiņš, Edīte Bērziņa, Aira Bungs, Jānis Palkavnieks, Ilga Anita Bērzkalna, Andris Zemītis, Aivars Endziņš, Lolita Zujeva, Didzis Dubovskis, Briede Jautrīte, Inga Liepa-Meiere, Jānis Bernāts, Aivars Ivars, Juris Sinka, Pauls Aleksandrs
Raudseps.
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